
ON FREE PLANES IN LATTICE BALL PACKINGSMARTIN HENK, G�UNTER M. ZIEGLER, AND CHUANMING ZONGABSTRACTThis note, by studying relations between the length of the shortest lattie vetorsand the overing minima of a lattie, mainly proves that for every d-dimensionalpaking lattie of balls one an �nd a 4-dimensional plane, parallel to a lattie plane,suh that the plane meets none of the balls of the paking, provided the dimensiond is large enough. On the other hand, we show that for ertain ball paking lattiesthe highest dimension of suh \free planes" is far from d.1. IntrodutionThroughout the paper let Rd be the d-dimensional Eulidean spae equip-ped with the Eulidean norm kxk and the inner produt hx;yi, x;y 2 Rd .Let Bd be the d-dimensional unit ball entered at the origin o. As usual alattie � � Rd is de�ned as the set of all integral ombinations of d linearlyindependent vetors bi 2 Rd , i.e.,� = �Zbi = fz1b1 + � � � + zdbd : zi 2 Zg :Every set of d vetors f~b1; : : : ; ~bdg with �Z~bi = � is alled a basis of thelattie. An l-dimensional aÆne subspae L � Rd is alled an l-dimensionallattie plane if dim(L\�) = l. For a plane L the orthogonal projetion of aset X � Rd onto the orthogonal omplement of L is denoted by XjL?. Foran l-dimensional lattie plane L with respet to a lattie � the set �jL? isa (d� l)-dimensional lattie. The length of the shortest non-zero vetors ina lattie � is denoted by �1(�), i.e.,�1(�) = min fkbk : b 2 �nfogg :�1(�) is also alled the homogeneous minimum of �, and as a ounterpartwe have the inhomogeneous minimum �(�) de�ned by�(�) = maxx2lin(�)min fkx� bk : b 2 �g :This means that �(�) is the smallest number � with the property that�+�Bd overs the spae Rd . For this reason, �(�) is also alled the overingradius of �. In [14℄ the overing radius has been embedded in a series offuntionals �i(�) whih, in our setting, an be de�ned by�i(�) = maxL n�����L?�o ;1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 11H31, 52C17.The work of the third author is supported by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundationand the National Sienti� Foundation of China.1



2 MARTIN HENK, G�UNTER M. ZIEGLER, AND CHUANMING ZONGwhere the maximum is taken over all (d� i)-dimensional lattie planes L of�. �i(�) is alled the i-th overing minima of �. In fat, it is the maximalovering radius among all i-dimensional latties arising by those projetionsof �. Obviously, we have�(�) = �d(�) � �d�1(�) � � � � � �1(�):A lattie � � Rd is alled a paking lattie of Bd if, for two di�erent pointsx and y of �, the translates x + Bd and y + Bd have no interior points inommon. In other words, a lattie � is a paking lattie of Bd if and only if�1(�) � 2, and the homogeneous minimum an also be de�ned by2�1(�) = minn� 2 R>0 : �� is a paking lattie of Bdo :So we have �� 2�1(�)�� � 1 or �d(�) � �1(�)2for every lattie � � Rd .By the de�nition of the overing minima and the homogeneous minimum,the statement \�i(�) � �1(�)2 for all d-dimensional latties" has the followingequivalent geometrial interpretation: For every d-dimensional lattie ballpaking one an �nd a (d � i)-dimensional plane H, parallel to a lattiepalne, whih does not meet the balls of the paking in their interior. Onemay say that suh a plane is \free".In 1960, by an elementary method Heppes [9℄ proved that�2(�) > �1(�)2for every 3-dimensional lattie. In other words, in every 3-dimensional lattieball paking one an �nd a ylinder of in�nite length whih does not intersetany of the balls. Later this result was generalized in [10℄ and [13℄ to highdimensions, i.e., for d � 3 one has�d�1(�) > �1(�)2 :As a ounterpart it was shown by Hausel [7℄, orreting a laim of [11℄, thatthere exists a onstant � suh that in every dimension d there exists a lattie~� � Rd with �b�pd(~�) < �1(~�)2 :This note improves both results by the following theorems:Theorem 1.1. Let � � Rd be a lattie. We have�d�k(�) > �1(�)2in the ases i) d � 5 and k = 2, ii) d = 8 and k = 3, iii) d suÆiently largeand k = 4.Hene for suÆiently large d, for every d-dimensional lattie ball pakingwe an �nd a 4-dimensional plane H whih does not meet any of the ballsof the paking. On the other hand, we will prove



ON FREE PLANES IN LATTICE BALL PACKINGS 3Theorem 1.2. There exists a onstant � < 1 suh that in every dimensionone an �nd a lattie ~� with�k(~�) < �1(~�)2 ; k � �d:So in general we an not �nd a \free" plane of (1� �)d-dimensions withrespet to a paking lattie. Unfortunately, we have no idea about the rightdimension of maximal \free" planes. It seems to be an interesting problemto narrow the gap between the bounds given in the theorems.In non-lattie ball pakings the situation is quite di�erent. Reently itwas shown in [8℄ that for any �xed d and � > 0, there exists a periodipaking set X(d; �) of Bd suh that the length of any segment ontained inRd n (X(d; �) + �Bd) is bounded from above by a onstant (d; �). So \free"planes are lattie phenomena.We want to remark that in [14℄ the overing minima have been introduedin a more general setting, namely with respet to arbitrary norms. For moreinformation on overing minima we refer to [14℄ and [16℄. For a generalintrodution to latties, homogeneous and inhomogeneous minima as wellas to ball pakings we refer to [6℄ and [19℄.2. Proofs of the TheoremsThe main ingredient of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is a Korkin-Zolotarevredued basis of a lattie � � Rd whih an be reursively de�ned as follows(f. e.g. [16℄, [5℄):De�nition 2.1. A basis a1; : : : ;ad of a lattie is Korkin-Zolotarev reduedif 1. ka1k = �1(�),2. i = hai;a1ika1k2 satis�es jij � 12 , i = 2; : : : ; d,3. the projetions aijlin(a1)? = ai � ia1, i = 2; : : : ; d, yield a Korkin-Zolotarev redued basis of the lattie �d�1 = �jlin(a1)?.The idea behind suh a Korkin-Zolotarev redued basis is to �nd a basiswhih is \as short and orthogonal as possible". It was shown in [15℄ thatTheorem 2.1 (Korkin-Zolotarev). Every lattie � � Rd has a Korkin-Zolotarev redued basis a1; : : : ;ad. Moreover, the homogeneous minima ofthe latties �d�i = �jlinfa1; : : : ;aig?, i = 1; : : : ; d� 1 and �d = � satisfy�1(�d�(i+1)) � p32 �1(�d�i)and �1(�d�(i+2)) �r23�1(�d�i):Now we are ready for the proof of the �rst theorem.



4 MARTIN HENK, G�UNTER M. ZIEGLER, AND CHUANMING ZONGProof of Theorem 1.1. Let � � Rd be a lattie with a Korkin-Zolotarevredued basis a1; : : : ;ad and let �k, k = 1; : : : ; d, be the orrespondinglatties de�ned in Theorem 2.1. By the de�nition of �i(�) and Theorem 2.1we have 2�d�k(�)�1(�) � 2 �(�d�k)�1(�d�k) � �1(�d�k)�1(�)� 2 �(�d�k)�1(�d�k) �r23 b k2   p32 !kmod2 : (2.1)Next, depending on the index k and the dimension d listed in Theorem1.1, we apply to the quotient 2 �(�d�k)�1(�d�k) various well-known lower bounds onthe ratio of overing radius to the paking radius of a lattie.For any 3-dimensional lattie ~� it was shown in [2℄ that2�(~�)�1(~�) �r53 : (2.2)Thus, by (2.1) we have for d = 5 and k = 22�5�2(�)�1(�) � 2 �(�3)�1(�3) �r23 �r109 > 1:In other words, �5�2(�) > �1(�)2 (2.3)for every 5-dimensional lattie. For higher dimensions we use a result of [18℄on the distane between the enter and a vertex of a Vorono��-ell whih, inour terminology, reads 2�(~�)�1(~�) �r 2dd+ 1 (2.4)for every d-dimensional lattie ~�. Hene for k = 2 we get2 �(�d�2)�1(�d�2) �r2d� 4d� 1and therefore by (2.1), for d � 6,�d�2(�) > �1(�)2 :Together with (2.3) we have proven the ase i) of the theorem.For the seond ase (d = 8, k = 3) we use a result of [12℄, saying2 �(~�)�1(~�) �s32 + p136 (2.5)for every 5-dimensional lattie ~�.Finally, for d suÆiently large and k = 4 we apply an inequality of [13℄2 �(~�)�1(~�) > 1:51; dim(~�) large; (2.6)



ON FREE PLANES IN LATTICE BALL PACKINGS 5to the quotient 2 �(�d�k)�1(�d�k) in (2.1).All the inequalities (2.2), (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) an be found with proofsin [19℄.The proof also gives a desription of the k-dimensional \free" planes.Namely, with the notation of Theorem 2.1, let Lk = linfa1; : : : ;akg and letpk 2 linfa1; : : : ;akg? be a point withdist(pk;�d�k) = �(�d�k);where dist(X;Y ) indiates the distane between X and Y . Then we havedist(pk + Lk;�) = �(�d�k) > �1(�)2for the onsidered ases of d and k (f. (2.1)).Let us mention that by a result of [3℄ it is known that there exist latties~� � Rd with 2 �(~�)�1(~�) � 2 + o(1):Thus with the method used in the proof, Theorem 1.1 an not be muhimproved.To prove Theorem 1.2 we just ombine two beautiful results from thetheory of transferene theorems.Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let � � Rd be a d-dimensional lattie and let �� beits dual, �� = fv 2 Rd : hu;vi 2 Z; for all u 2 �g:It was shown by Conway and Thompson (see page 46 of [17℄) that thereexists a onstant �1 suh that for every dimension d one an �nd a lattie~� � Rd with �1(~�) � �1(~��) � �1d:By de�nition [�1(~��)℄�1 is the maximal distane between parallel (d � 1)-dimensional lattie hyperplanes of ~� and thus (see [14℄)2�1(~�) = 1=�1(~��):Therefore we have 2�1(~�)�1(~�) = 1�1(~�) � �1(~��) � 1�1d: (2.7)On the other hand, [1℄ proved that there exists a onstant �2 > 0 suhthat �(�) � �1(��) � �2dfor every lattie � � Rd . Or with the �rst overing minima we may write�(�) � 2�2 d � �1(�): (2.8)Now for a given lattie � � Rd and an index k 2 f1; : : : ; dg let Ld�k bea (d � k)-dimensional lattie hyperplane suh that for the lattie �k =�j(Ld�k)? holds �k(�) = �(�k):



6 MARTIN HENK, G�UNTER M. ZIEGLER, AND CHUANMING ZONGThen we have �1(�k) � �1(�)and, applying (2.8) to the lattie �k,�k(�) � 2�2 k � �1(�); 1 � k � d:Hene for a lattie ~� satisfying (2.7) we may dedue2�k(~�)�1(~�) � 4�2k � �1(~�)�1(~�) � 2�2k�1d :In other words, for k < �12�2d the lattie ~� does not ontain a \free" (d� k)-dimensional plane. 3. Some examplesHere we study \free" planes for some lassial d-dimensional lattie ballpakings. To this end let qd = (12 ; : : : ; 12) 2 Rd ,Dd = fz 2 Zd : z1 + � � �+ zd = 0 mod 2g,Ad = fz 2 Zd+1 : z1 + � � � + zd+1 = 0g,E8 = fx 2 Z8 [ (q8 + Z8) : x1 + � � �+ x8 = 0 mod 2g,E7 = fx 2 E8 : x1 + � � � + x8 = 0g,andE6 = fx 2 E8 : x1 = x2 = x3g.The latties A3;D4;D5; E6; E7; and E8 are the unique latties produingthe densest lattie ball paking in the orresponding dimensions. For thehomogeneous minima we have (f. [4℄ by inspetion):�1(Dd)2 = �1(Ad)2 = �1(E6)2 = �1(E7)2 = �1(E8)2 = 1p2 : (3.1)Let Hi;d be the i-dimensional plane in Rd given byHi;d = ��12 ; : : : ; 12 ; xd�i+1; : : : ; xd� : xj 2 R	 :Then we have dist(Hi;d;Zd) = pd� i2and therefore, for k � 2,�k(Dd) � dist(Hd�k;d;Dd) � dist(Hd�k;d;Zd)= pk2 � �1(Dd)2 :This means that we an always �nd a (d�2)-dimensional plane intersetingnone of the balls in the interior of the lattie ball paking assoiated to Dd.



ON FREE PLANES IN LATTICE BALL PACKINGS 7Next, with H = fx 2 Rd+1 : x1 + � � � + xd+1 = 0g we �nd analogouslyfor the lattie Ad and k � 2�k(Ad) � dist(Hd+1�k;d+1 \H;Ad)� dist(Hd+1�k;d+1;Zd+1) � �1(Ad)2 :For the lattie E8 we setH4 = ��12 ; 12 ; 0; 0; x5; : : : ; x8� : xj 2 R	and get �4(E8) � dist(H4; E8) = 1p2 = �1(E8)2 :By interseting H4 with the hyperplane fx 2 R8 : x1 + � � � + x8 = 0g wealso get �3(E7) � �1(E7)2 :Finally, for the lattie E6 letH3 = ��12 ; 12 ; 12 ; 0; 0; x6; x7; x8� : xj 2 R	 :Then H3 � lin(E6) and it is easy to see that�3(E6) � dist(H3; E6) = 1p2 = �1(E6)2 :In partiular these alulations implyRemark 3.1. The densest lattie pakings of Bd, d = 3; : : : ; 8, ontain abd2-dimensional lattie plane L suh that for a suitable vetor t the aÆneplane t+ L does not meet any of the balls of the paking in their interior.REFERENCES1. W. Banaszzyk, New bounds in some transferene theorems in thegeometry of numbers, Math. Ann. 296 (1993), 625{636.2. K. B�or�ozky, Closest paking and loosest overing of the spae withballs, Studia Si. Math. Hungar. 21 (1986), 79{89.3. G.J. Butler, Simultaneous paking and overing in Eulidean spae,Pro. London Math. So. 25 (1972), 721{735.4. J.H. Conway and N.J.A. Sloane, Sphere Pakings, Latties and Groups,third edition, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1998.5. P.M. Gruber, Geometry of numbers, Handbook of Convex Geometry,(P.M. Gruber and J.M. Wills, eds.), North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1993,739{763.6. P.M. Gruber and C.G. Lekkerkerker, Geometry of Numbers, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1987.7. T. Hausel, Transillumination of lattie paking of balls, Studia Si.Math. Hungar. 27 (1992), 241{242.8. M. Henk and C. Zong, Segments in ball pakings, Mathematika, toappear.
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